WATSON BROTHERS BOTH WIN PLACES IN COOS PRIMARIES

James Watson Defeats Chase and Edwards in Coos County Clerkship.

JOSEPH R. HANLON, JR., Coos, Watkins and C. R. Barrow Close Race for Representative-Late Figures.

DENNIS KNOWLES, Leadville, nominated for representation in the Twenty-first District.

WATSON HAS A BIG LEAD IN ELECTION

W. C. Hawley Said to Have Defeated B. F. Jones—Hoff for Labor Commissioner.

HOLLISTER IS NOW IN LEAD

Seems Assured of Democratic Nomination for Congress Over Meredith Cury.

PROF. WITHCOMBE AND DR. SMITH LEAD FOR GOVERNOR

Incomplete Returns from Oregon Primaries Indicate Smith and Withcombe Lead

MEDIATORS IN WASHINGTON TO PREPARE FOR MEXICAN PEACE

REBELS GAIN TUXPAN TODAY

General Aguilla and Force Occupies Important Point Near Vera Cruz.
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